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Abstract 

In the z-calculus with replication, two processes are multiset congruent if they have the same 
semantics in the multiset transition system Mz. It is proved that (extended) structural congruence 
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1. Introduction 

This paper is a sequel to [2]. Therefore, the reader is assumed to be familiar with the 

concepts and results of [2]. The results of the present paper were already announced 

and discussed in the introduction of [2]. In the present introduction we recall some 

facts from [2] and discuss some specific aspects of the results and proofs of this paper. 

A particularly elegant version of the n-calculus was presented in [6]. The main 

aspects in which it differs from the usual n-calculus of [8] are twofold. 

First, it has replication as an operation on processes, rather than recursion. The 

replication !P of a process P consists of the parallel composition of infinitely many 

copies of P. Replication can be used to simulate recursion, but is much easier to handle 

theoretically. Thus, it seems to be more basic than recursion. In a certain sense, from 

the point of view of formal language theory, replication is similar to the Kleene star 

operation in regular expressions, whereas recursion is similar to context-free grammars. 

Second, a natural relation of structural congruence between process terms is defined, 

and used to present the axioms and rules of the transition system of the z-calculus in 

a compact way. The idea is that process terms are descriptions of processes, and that 

these processes are characterized by their “spatial” structure (see also [7]). In other 
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words, two process terms describe the same process if and only if they have the same 

structure, and such process terms are said to be structurally congruent. Compactness of 

the axioms and rules is obtained by the natural stipulation that structurally congruent 

process terms have the same behaviour (in fact, it is the behaviour of the process that 

they describe). As an example, process terms (P ( Q) 1 R and Q 1 (R 1 P) are structurally 

congruent because they both describe a process consisting of three subprocesses P, Q, 

and R that are placed in parallel, i.e., the parallel composition of P, Q, and R. Structural 

congruence is defined in [6] to be the smallest congruence that satisfies eight such 

structural laws. 

These two main aspects are closely related. Replication is a typically structural op- 

eration on processes, just like parallel composition. In fact, it is “just” an infinite 

version of parallel composition. On the other hand, recursion is usually viewed as a 

behavioural construction (although it is also possible to view it structurally, by un- 

folding the recursion). Thus, the use of replication fits well in the structural approach; 

in fact, replication can be completely described by structural laws, and no separate 

transition rules are needed. 

Restriction, of the scope of a name to a (sub)process, is also usually viewed as a 

structural operation. Certain subprocesses of a process “know” the name and others 

do not, and this can be seen as “spatial” information. In fact, in [5], the operations 

of CCS are divided into static (or structural) operations and dynamic (or behavioural) 

operations. The static operations are parallel composition, restriction, and relabeling, and 

the dynamic operations are prefix (or guard), sum, and recursion. Since the n-calculus 

of [6] has no relabeling or sum, and dynamic recursion is replaced by static replication, 

only the use of guards is dynamic in this version of the rc-calculus. 

In [3,4] the process terms of CCS are interpreted as “flowgraphs” that correspond 

intuitively to their structure, i.e., to the processes they describe (see also the infor- 

mal use of flowgraphs in [5,8]). Structural laws for the process terms of CCS (called 

“laws of flow”) are given that are sound and complete with respect to the flowgraph 

interpretation. To be more precise, two such process terms have the same flowgraph if 

and only if they are in the smallest congruence (with respect to the static operations) 

that satisfies the given structural laws. Also, process terms with the same flowgraph 

have the same behaviour, where, in this case, “same” means “strongly bisimilar”. 

The corresponding laws for strong bisimilarity are the “static laws” in Section 3.4 

of [5]. 

In [2] a “multiset semantics” (or Petri net semantics) of the n-calculus of [6] is given 

that is closely related to the structural approach. A transition system Mrt is defined of 

which the states are “solutions”, which are multisets of molecules, and a “molecule” 

is a guarded solution (the chemical terminology is taken from the Chemical Abstract 

Machine of [l]). A multiset of molecules can be viewed as a “spatial” distribution of 

molecules, where several copies of the same molecule may be present in the solution. 

In accordance with the operation of replication, there may even be infinitely many such 

copies. Moreover, a semantic mapping is defined that associates with each process term 

of the z-calculus a state of Mrc. It is proved in [2] that the semantic mapping is a 
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strong bisimulation between a process term and its corresponding multiset in Mrc. Thus, 

from the interleaving point of view they have the same behaviour. The gain is that, 

intuitively, the behaviour of the multiset in Mz is the “true concurrency” behaviour of 

the process term. 

Two process terms are said to be multiset congruent if they correspond to the same 

multiset in Mrc. It is claimed in [2] that the multiset corresponding to a process term 

represents its “spatial” structure, i.e., the process it describes. In fact, the multisets can 

be viewed as a kind of nested flowgraphs (“nested” because multiset congruence is 

a congruence for all operations of the rc-calculus rather than only the static ones). It 

turned out in [2] that, indeed, multiset congruence and structural congruence (as defined 

in [6]) are closely related, but unfortunately not as closely as one would wish. It was 

shown that structurally congruent process terms are multiset congruent, but not vice 

versa. However, the failure of the reverse direction seemed to be due to the omission 

of a few natural structural laws that from an intuitive point of view should be valid. An 

example of such a law is the structural equivalence of !P 1 !P and !P. This is basically 

a cardinality law which expresses that adding infinitely many copies of P to infinitely 

many copies of P still leaves you with infinitely many copies of P. In this paper we 

show that, indeed, after the addition of a few such natural structural laws (as proposed 

in [2]), structural congruence and multiset congruence are the same. This means that 

the laws of structural congruence are now sound and complete with respect to the 

multiset semantics (or rather, its structural part). It is the analogue of the results of [4] 

for the rt-calculus. As a second result, we show that multiset congruence, and hence 

(extended) structural congruence, is decidable. Clearly, any “good” notion of static, 

structural equivalence should be decidable. Thus, the two results of this paper support 

the thesis that the general notion of structure of processes, as introduced in [3-51 for 

CCS and in [6] for the n-calculus, is a natural one. 

The main technical concept in the proof of the two main results is that of a “con- 

nected” solution. Each molecule in a solution “knows” a number of names (i.e., com- 

munication links). Some of these names are public (or global), i.e., known to all 

molecules, whereas others are secret (or local), i.e., known to a restricted number of 

molecules only. The secret names are also called “new” names, because they are new, 

unique, names that are introduced by the semantical mapping as a result of the restric- 

tions that occur in the process term. As an example, a replication of a restriction gives 

infinitely many copies of the restriction, each of which should have its own “new” 

name. Let us now say that two molecules are “related” if they “know” at least one 

common “new” name. This is a natural relationship, because two such molecules are 

into the same secret. We will say that a solution is connected if the resulting graph 

of molecules with their relationships is connected, in the usual sense. More in general, 

any solution can be divided into “connected components”. This division gives an intu- 

itive picture of clusters of relationships. A process term is said to be connected if its 

semantics in Mrc is a connected solution. The proof of the main results uses a normal 

form lemma: every process term is structurally congruent with one that only replicates 

connected subterms. Intuitively, if a connected component corresponds to a “module” 
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that does a certain job, then it is natural to replicate such a module. The normal form 

lemma says that the use of replication can be restricted to such cases. 

Whereas the main aim of [2] was to present a natural multiset semantics of the small 

rr-calculus that should reflect the true concurrent behauiour of its process terms, the 

main aim of this paper is to show that this multiset semantics also reflects the spatial 

structure of the process terms of the small n-calculus, presenting a quite involved proof 

of the completeness and decidability of (extended) structural congruence, based on the 

(new) notion of a connected process. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 some definitions and results 

from [6,2] are recalled. Section 2 contains in particular the full definition of structural 

congruence, with the addition of the new structural laws. In Section 3 we discuss a few 

basic properties of multisets in general that are needed in the formal proofs. Section 4 

introduces the notion of a connected solution and investigates the relationship between 

connectedness and multiset union. Section 5 contains the above-mentioned normal form 

of process terms. In Section 6 the two main results are proved: structural congruence 

and multiset congruence are the same, and decidable. 

2. Preliminaries 

Although the reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic definitions in [2], we 

briefly recall some of them. The reader who wishes to skip this section should realize 

that the new laws (2.4) and (3.2)-(3.5) below are added to the structural congruence 

of [6], and should glance at the new “copy of’ terminology introduced just before 

Lemma 2. 

N = { 1,2,3,. . .} is the set of positive natural numbers, and N is the infinite set of 

names. The set of all x that satisfy property p(x), will be denoted {x: p(x)} (rather 

than {X 1 p(x)}, to avoid confusion with parallel composition). 

The syntax for process terms of the “small” rc-calculus from [6] is 

P ::= Xy.P, x(y).P, 0, PIP, !P, (vy)P 

where x and y are names in N. 

The strings Xy and x(y) are called guards (over N), and the terms Xy .P and x(y). P 
are guarded terms. For processes P and Q, P 1 Q is the parallel composition of P and Q, 

(vy)P is the restriction of y to P, !P is the replication of P, and 0 is the inactive or 

zero process. The y in x(y). P and in (vy)P binds all free occurrences of y in P. For 

process P, fn(P) denotes the set of names that occur free in process P, and P[z/y] 
denotes the result of substituting z for all free occurrences of y in P. 

In [2], P = Q denotes the structural congruence of P and Q as defined in [6]. How- 

ever, as discussed in [2], we propose to extend that congruence with a number of new 

laws. Thus, in this paper we denote by c the so extended structural congruence, and 

we are dealing with what is called in [2] the extended small rc-calculus. For clearness 

sake, we present the full definition of =. 
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Structural congruence, denoted E-, is the smallest congruence over the set of all 

process terms such that 

(a) 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

: Q whenever P and Q are a-convertible, 

OZP, 

Q-elf’, 

I 

I 

Pl(QlR)=(PlQ)lR, 

(vx)(v>P = (VY)(VX)P, 

(vx)P f P 

provided x 4 fn(P), 

(vx)(P IQ>-PI(vx)Q 
provided x $! fn(P), 

(vx)g.P E g.(vx)P 
provided x does not occur in g, 

!PEP\!P, 

!(PIQ)-!PJ!Q, 

!!P = !P, 

!OsO, and 

!P)!Ps!P. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Structural laws (2.4) and (3.2)-(3.5) are new with respect to [6]. Law (3.5) was not 

mentioned in [2]. The reason is that, as pointed out by one of the referees of [2], it 

can be proved from the others, as follows: !P E !!P s !(P 1 !P) s!P ( !!P c !P ( !P, by 

structural laws (3.3), (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), respectively. It is included in the above 

list for its usefulness. 

We note here that in [3-51 a stronger version of law (2.3) is used, of which the ana- 

logue in the rc-calculus would be the following law (2.3)‘: (vx)(P ( Q) E (vx)P 1 (vx)Q 

provided P and Q cannot communicate along the link x (formalized in a straightfor- 

ward way). Clearly, law (2.3)‘, together with law (2.2), implies law (2.3). The results 

to be proved in this paper show that law (2.3)’ does not follow from the above laws, 

e.g., it is not true that (vx)(x(y).O\x(y).O)~ (vx)(x(y).O) j (vx)(x(y).O). It seems to 

be a matter of taste whether or not to accept law (2.3)’ as a structural law. Accepting 
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it, we conjecture that the results of this paper can still be shown, with an appropriate, 

but probably rather artificial, change of the multiset semantics of the small rc-calculus 

(i.e., of the semantic relation * given below). 

In this paper we do not need to consider the transition system of the small rc-calculus, 

as we are interested in structural congruence only. Similarly, we need not consider the 

transitions of the multiset transition system MR. 

The elements of Mn are solutions, which are multisets of molecules. A molecule 

is a pair g.S, where S is a solution and g is a schematic guard, i.e., a string of the 

form x( - ) or “y where x and y are names (in N), or new names (in New, with 

New rl N = 8), or positive natural numbers (in N). For a guard x(y) over N U New, 

we denote by x(y).S the molecule x( -).inc(S)[ l/y], where inc(S) denotes the result 

of increasing all natural numbers in S by one, and, in general, S[u/u] denotes the result 

of substituting u for every occurrence of u in S. 

For a solution (or molecule) S, fn(S) is the set of all names and new names in 

N UNew that occur in S, and new(S) = fn(S) n New is the set of new names that 

occur in S. For a solution S, new(S) = lJmES new(m) and new(g .S) = new(g) U new(S), 

where new(x( -)) = {x} n New and new(5y) = {x, y} n New. A similar statement holds 

for ‘fn’. 

The semantic relation P + S is defined between the process terms P of the small 

n-calculus and the solutions S of the multiset n-calculus MK It is the smallest relation 

such that 

(Sl) IfP,+S, and Pz+S2, then PI IPz=+S~US~ 

provided new(Si ) n new(&) = 0 

If P + S, then (vx)P + S[n/x] 

provided n E New - new(S) 

(S3) If P+S and g is a guard over N, then g.P+{g.S} 

(S4) If P+Si for all in N, then !P+ UiENSi 

provided new($) n new(Sj) = C?J for all i #j. 

Note that Si US:! and lJiEN Si are unions of multisets, with addition of multiplicities. 

Note also that if P + S then h(P) = h(S) n N. 

Process terms P and Q are multiset congruent, denoted P z,,, Q, if P and Q have 

the same multiset semantics in Mrc, i.e., if {S : P + S} = {S : Q =+ S}. It was shown 

in Theorem B and Lemma 9 of [2] that structurally congruent processes are multiset 

congruent. 

Lemma 1. For process terms P und Q, if P = Q, then P G,,, Q. 
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The first main result of this paper is the other direction of this lemma: processes 

that are multiset congruent, are also structurally congruent. This proves that multiset 

congruence E m and structural congruence = are the same. The second main result 

is the decidability of z. These results were announced as statements (B’) and (C’), 

respectively, in the introduction of [2]. 

We will say that a solution S’ is a copy of a solution S if there exists a bijection 

f : new(S) + new(S’) such that f(S) = S’ (where f(S) is the result of replacing every 

occurrence of a new name n by f(n)). As observed in [2] it is easy to show that ‘copy 

of’ is an equivalence relation. It is proved in Lemma 5 of [2] that for each process 

term P, the set {S : P =+-S} is an equivalence class of this relation. 

Lemma 2. If P + S, then P + S’ if and only if S’ is a copy of S. 

We will need the easy fact that the copy relation is preserved by taking the union 

of solutions with disjoint sets of new names. It was implicitly used in the proof of the 

above lemma in [2]. 

Lemma 3. Let I be a countable index set, and let Si and Si, i E I, be solutions such 

that the new(&) are mutually disjoint and the new(S:) are mutually disjoint. If S,! is 

a copy of Si for every i E I, then U,,-[ S: is a copy of U,,, Si. 

Proof. If fi(Si) =S,! for bijections fi : new(S) -fnew(S:), and f is defined such 

that its restriction to new($) is h, then f (U,,, Si) =UiE1 f (Si)= IJiG S:. Note that 

new(lJi,,Si)=UiE, new($) and similarly for the S!. 0 

3. Some basic properties of multisets 

We will need some more basic properties of multisets. Since there does not seem to 

be a standard reference to such properties, we also discuss their proofs. This section 

may be skipped by the reader familiar with multisets. 

Recall from [2] that a multiset S is a countable set Ds together with a mapping 

4~ : Ds + N U {co} that defines the multiplicity of the elements of Ds in S (where 

N = { 1,2,3,. . .} and o stands for countably infinite multiplicity). Union of multisets is 

defined in the obvious way, adding the multiplicities of each element (but note that in 

the literature this is often called the sum of multisets, in which case union is defined 

by taking the maximum of multiplicities). 

We first explicitly state three, closely related, basic properties of multiset union that 

have already been used in [2]. Let I and J be countable index sets, let Si be a multiset 

for each i E I, and let Ti.,i be a multiset for each i E I and j E J. 

(a) Renaming the index set. If $ : J --f I is a bijection, then 

lJSi=U$lf(j)* 

iEI jcJ 
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(b) General commutativity and associativity. 

If 1= UjEJ Ij and the Ij are mutually disjoint, then 

US=U(lJ&). 

iEI jEJ iEI, 

(c) Interchanging unions. l_li,l(Uj,J q,j) = Uj,J(Ui,, z,j). 

Property (b) can be proved directly from the definition of multiset union, property (a) 

is a special case of(b), taking Zj = {e(j)}, and property (c) can easily be proved from 

the other two, by showing that both sides of the equation equal UCi,j)E,XJ z,j. We note 

that property (a) allows one to write a union UiCI Si with any index set J that has 

the same cardinality as I. In particular, J can always be taken disjoint with any other 

given set. 

Next we consider a different, well-known, way of viewing a multiset, viz. as an 

indexed family of objects. Let D be a set, and let, for every i in some countable index 

set 1, di be an element of D. Then, intuitively, the family {di}iEI of elements of D 

represents the multiset U,,,{di}. Note that different families can represent the same 

multiset. In fact, intuitively, a multiset is an indexed family for which the identity of 

the indices in I is irrelevant. This leads us to investigating the properties of multiset 

unions of singleton sets. More formally, a family {di}iEI is determined by the function 

f : Z ---f D with f(i) = di. Thus, from now on we will consider multiset unions of the 

form &,{f(i)} where f is such a function. 

It follows from the definition of multiset union that S = UiCr{f(i)} if and only 

if Ds =f(I), the usual range of f, and q5s(d) =#f-l(d), the cardinality of the set 

f-‘(d) C I (where w stands for No). Thus, the multiplicity of d in S is the num- 

ber of indices i with f(i) = d. From this it should be clear that every multiset S 

can be written as a union of singletons in at least one way: define I L Ds x N by 

Z={(d,k):d~Ds,l<kd&s(d)}, h w ere k do for every k E N, and define f (d, k) = d; 

then S = Ui,,_{f(i)}. 

We now observe that two unions of singletons represent the same multiset if and 

only if they are obtained from each other by a renaming of the index set. In other 

words, for singleton multisets Si the reverse of (a) is true. 

Lemma 4. UiEr{f(i)} = U,,,{g(j)} if and onZy if there exists a bijection $ : J --) I 

such that g(j) =f($(j)) for every j E J. 

Proof. The if direction is a special case of (a). To show the only-if direction let 

S = UiEl{f(i)} = lJjEJ{g(j)}. Then, for every d E Ds, #f-‘(d) =#g-‘(d). Hence 

there is a bijection $d : g-‘(d) -f-‘(d), for every d E Ds. Then the function I/J/= 

lJdEDs $d is a bijection from J to I such that g(j) = f($(j)) for every j EJ. 0 

This lemma expresses the above-mentioned fact that a multiset is an indexed family 

for which the identity of the indices is irrelevant. This means that multisets over D 

are isomorphism classes of families of elements of D, where an isomorphism between 

two families is a mapping $ as above. 
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Sl 

s2 

s3 

TI T2 T3 . 

Ul,l u1,2 

u2.1 u2.2 

t. 

Fig. 1. Division of a multiset 

After characterizing the equality of two unions of singletons, we now characterize 

the equality of two unions of which one is a union of singletons. This turns out to be 

the reverse of property (b) for singleton multisets Si. 

Lemma 5. UiEI{ f (i)} = UjEJ I; if and only if there exist mutually disjoint sets Ij 
such that I = UjEJ Zj and Tj = UiE1,{ f (i)} for euery j E J. 

Proof. The if direction is a special case of (b). To show the only-if direction let 

Ui,l{f (9) = UjE_, Ti. F or each j E J we represent q as a union of singletons, with 

index set Kj. By (a) we may assume the Kj to be mutually disjoint. Hence UjEJ q = 

UjEJ UkEK, {Cdk)l f or some function g that is defined for every k E K = UjEJ Kj. 

Hence, by (b), UjEJ 7; = UkEKMk)) and so Ui,,{f (i)} = U&g(k)}. BY Lemma 4 

there is a bijection $ : K -+Z such that g(k) = f (e(k)) for every k E K. Hence 

rj=UREK,Mk)) =Uk.K,{f($(k))). And ~0, by (a>, q =Ui,,,{f(i)} where 
Zj = $(Kj). 0 

Finally we characterize the equality of two arbitrary unions of multisets. This turns 

out to be the reverse of (c). Fig. 1 illustrates a multiset that can be viewed as a union 

in two ways. 

Lemma 6. UiE, Si = UjEJ q if and only if there exist multisets Ui,j such that Si = 
UjCJ Ui,j and I; = UiEI Ui,j for every i E I and j E J. 

Proof. The if direction is property (c). To show the only-if direction let IJig Si = 

UjfJ TJ = UkEK{ f (k)}. By Lemma 5 there exist mutually disjoint sets K and mu- 

tually disjoint sets Zj such that K = UiE, Yi = UjEJ Zj, 5’i = UkEY,{ f (k)} for every 

i E I, and TJ = UkEz, {f(k)} for every jEJ. NOW let Ui,j=lJkEy,nZ,{f(k)}. Then 

UjEJ uiJ = UjEJ U&Y, n2, {f(k)} = lJIcy,{ f (k)} =S’i by property (b) because Yi = 

UjEJ(yi nZj>. A similar computation shows that UiEI Ui,j = Tj. 0 

Note that Ui,j = Si n Tj in the special case that the Si are mutually disjoint sets, and 

similarly for the q (cf. the Venn-diagram in Fig. 1). However, in general the U1.j 
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are not unique, as can be seen from the following trivial example. Let I = J = { 1,2} 

and let Si = Tj = {a, b} for all i and j. Then Sr US2 = Tl U T2 = {a,~, b, b}. Now the 

requirements of the lemma hold for Ut, 1 = U~,J = {a, 6) and Ur,2 = lJ2, 1 = 0, but they 

also hold for UIJ = U2,2 = {a} and Ut,2 = U2,1 = {b}. 

4. Connected solutions 

The main technical concept to be used in the proof of the main results is that of a 

connected solution. A solution S of Mn is connected if there do not exist nonempty 

solutions SI and S, such that S = St U S2 and new(St ) n new(&) = 0. Intuitively this 

means that all molecules of the solution are connected to each other through a chain 

of “relationships”, where we say that two molecules ml and m2 are “related” if 

new(ml ) II new(m2) # 8, i.e., if they both make use of at least one common local link. 

Recall that new names are always introduced as a result of restriction, which defines 

a local scope for a name. 

Note that, trivially, any singleton solution {m} is connected; the doubleton solution 

{m, m} is connected if and only if new(m) # 0. 

The notion of connectedness will be used as follows in the proof of the main results 

in Section 6. Roughly speaking, we will prove that PE~ Q implies P E Q by induction 

on the syntactical structure of P and Q. Consider the case that P = !P’ and Q = !Q’ 

and assume that P Z~ Q. Now we would like to prove that P’+ Q’, because then 

P’ E Q’ by induction, and hence !P’ f !Q’ by congruence. Since P and Q are multiset 

congruent, UiEN Si = UjEN q, where the Si are “disjoint” meanings of P’ and the c 

are “disjoint” meanings of Q’, in the sense that their sets of new names are disjoint. In 

general, by Lemma 6, this means that each Si is cut into “disjoint” pieces by the q’s, 

and vice versa. Thus, there is no relationship between the Si and the q. If, however, 

we would know that the Si and 7; are connected, in the above sense, then they could 

not be cut into non-trivial pieces, and hence we would be able to conclude that the Si 

and T/ are equal (in fact, they are the “connected components” of the solution). This 

would then imply that P’ --m Q’. To this aim, we will show in the next section that 

every process term is structurally congruent with one in which, roughly speaking, only 

connected solutions are replicated. In this section we investigate some fundamental 

properties of connected solutions and of the “connected components” of a solution. 

Connectedness is preserved by taking copies (see the end of Section 2 for the notion 

of a ‘copy’ of a solution). 

Lemma 7. Ifs is a connected solution, and S’ is a copy of S, then S’ is a connected 

solution. 

Proof. By definition of ‘copy’, there is a bijection h :new(S’)+new(S) such that 

h(S’) =S. If Si and Si are nonempty solutions such that S’=Si USi and new(Si) n 

new($)= 0, then St =h(S,‘) and S2 =h(Si) are nonempty solutions such that S= 

h(Si U Sl) = S1 U S2 and new(S1) n new(&) = h(new(Si)) n h(new(Si)) = h(new(Sf ) n 
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new<Si)) = 0, because new(h(T)) = h(new(T)) for every solution T, and h is a 

bijection. 0 

From this lemma and Lemma 2 it follows that the notion of connectedness can be 

carried over from solutions to process terms. If P + S and S is connected, then we say 

that P is a connected process term. Note that every guarded term g. P is connected 

because g.P + {g.S} and {g.S} is a singleton. 

We will need a number of results that relate connectedness with multiset union. The 

first follows immediately from the definition of connectedness. 

Lemma 8. Let S be a nonempty connected solution. Zf S = UiEI S; and the new(S;) 
are mutually disjoint, then there exists j E Z such that Sj = S and S; = 8 for i # j. 

We now compare two “disjoint” unions of solutions, one of which is a union of 

nonempty connected solutions. We obtain, for a particular case, the reverse of prop- 

erty (b) in Section 3 (see also Lemma 5). 

Lemma 9. Let S;, i E Z, and q, j E J, be solutions, such that the new(S;) are mutually 
disjoint and the new(c) are mutually disjoint. Let, moreover, S; be connected and 
nonempty. Then U,,t S; = UjEJ 7; tf and only if there exist mutually disjoint sets Z, 
such that Z = UiEJ Zj and q = UiE,, S; for every j E J. 

Proof. The if direction is a special case of property (b) of Section 3. To show the only- 

if direction, assume that UiE, S; = UjGJ 5. By Lemma 6 there exist solutions U;,j such 

that S; = UjEJ U;,j and q = U,,; U;,j. This implies that new(U;,j) C new(S;) n new( q), 

and hence the new(U;,j) are mutually disjoint. Thus, Lemma 8 implies that for every i 
there exists j such that S; = U;,j and u;,k = 8 for k #j. This means that S; “belongs 

completely” to q. Note that the j is unique, because S; is nonempty. Define, for j E J, 

Zj = {i E I: S; = U;,j}. Then Z = UjEJ Zj, the Zj are mutually disjoint, and q = U,,[ U;,,; = 

UiE,, S; for every j E J. 0 

Next we compare two “disjoint” unions of nonempty connected solutions. We obtain, 

for a particular case, the reverse of property (a) in Section 3 (see also Lemma 4). 

Intuitively it means that there is essentially at most one way to divide a solution into 

“disjoint connected parts”, as discussed in the beginning of this section. 

Lemma 10. Let S;, i E Z, and q, j E J, be nonempty connected solutions, such that the 
new(S;) are mutually disjoint and the new(q) are mutually disjoint. 

Then UiE, S; = UjEJ q if and only if there exists a bijection I+!I : J -+I such that 
7; = S’@(j) for every j E J. 

Proof. The if direction is by property (a) of Section 3. To show the only-if direction, 

assume that /JiGI S; = lJj,-- q. By Lemma 9, there exist mutually disjoint sets Zj such 

that Z = Uj,-J Zj and 7; = UiEr, S; for every j E J. Since rj is connected and the S; 
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are nonempty, Lemma 8 implies that lj is a singleton. Define $ :.J -+ I such that 

Ij = {I+&)}. Clearly, $ is a bijection and T/ = S’@(j). 0 

We now show that every solution can be divided into “disjoint connected parts” in 

at least one way. 

Lemma 11. For every solution S there exist nonempty connected solutions S;, i E I, 
such that S = U,,, S; and the new($) are mutually disjoint. 

Proof. Let S = UkEK{ f(k)}, where f : I + Mol is an indexed family of molecules, and 

consider the undirected graph G = (V, E) such that V = K and E = {(k, k’) : new( f (k)) n 
new( f (k’)) # S}. Thus, G models the “relationships” between the (indexed) molecules 

of S. Let {K;: i EZ} be the set of connected components of G, with K = U;EI K; 

and the K; are mutually disjoint. Define S; = UkEK,{ f (k)}. Clearly, the new(S;) = 

U kEK, new(f(k)) are mutually disjoint: if k E K; and k’ E Kj, with i # j, then 

new( f (k)) nnew( f (k’)) = 0, because k and k’ belong to different connected 

components of G. Also, S; is connected: if S; =S;,i US;,2 for nonempty solutions 

S;, 1 and S;,z, then, by Lemma 5, there is a partition K;,J, K;,z of K; such that S;,j = 

UkEK,,, If (k)) for j = LZ since K; is a connected component, there is an edge (kl, k2) 

in G between K;, l and K;,J, which implies that new(S;, i ) n new(S;,z) # 8. Finally, IJiG, 

S; = lJ;E; UkEK, If (k)) = U,&f (k)) = S by prope@ (b) of Section 3. 0 

Altogether we have shown in Lemmas 10 and 11 that there is essentially one way 

to divide a solution into “disjoint connected parts”. This allows us to define the family 

of corrected components of a solution, as follows. For a solution S, if S = UiE, S; for 

nonempty connected solutions S; with mutually disjoint new(S;), then we say that the 

S;, i E Z, are the connected components of S. Note that if S = 8 then Z = 0. Note also that 

for distinct i and j, Ds, and Ds, need not be disjoint; more precisely, if m E Ds, n Ds,, 
then new(m) = 8, and hence S; = Sj = {m}. Note finally that Lemma 9 can now be 

understood as follows: if S = UjEJ 5 and the new(q) are mutually disjoint, then each 

7; is a union of connected components of S. 

We will need some parameters of a solution S that are directly related to its con- 

nected components: the number of connected components of S, the multiplicity of a 

solution in the family of connected components of S, and the copy-width of S. These 

parameters have values in { 0) U N U {co}. 

Let S = U;s, S; where the S; are the connected components of S. It is an easy con- 

sequence of Lemmas 10 and 11 that the following definitions are valid. The number 
of connected components of S is corm(S) = #I, the cardinality of the index set I. For a 

solution S’, the multiplicity of S’ in S is mult(S’, S) = #{i E I: S; is a copy of S’}. Note 

that, by Lemma 7, mult(S’,S) can only be non-zero if S’ is connected. The ‘mult’ func- 

tion counts the number of times that S’ and its copies occur as connected component 

of S. The copy-width of S is copy(S) = max{mult(S’, S) : S’ E Sol, mult(S’, S) # w}. 

Obviously, copy(S) = max{mult(S;, S): i E I, mult(S;, S) # o}. Thus, the copy-width 

of S is the maximal multiplicity of a connected component of S, where only finite 
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multiplicities are taken into account. Note that copy(S) =0 if mult(&,S)= cc) for all 

i E Z, and that copy(S) = o if the numbers mult(Si,S), i E Z, are unbounded. It will be 

shown in Lemma 22 that copy(S) # o for every solution S that is the semantics of a 

process term. 

As an example, let P be a connected process term with P + S’ and S’ # 8. If ! P =S SI , 

then mult(S’,Si ) = o because, by Lemma 2 and (S4), Si has infinitely many connected 

components and each of them is a copy of S’. Note that conn(S1) = w and copy(Si) = 0. 

Now let Q be another connected process term with Q + T, such that T # 8 and T 

is not a copy of S’, and let P 1 P / !Q+&. Then mult(S’,&) = 2, mult(T,&)= o, 

coM(S2) = o, and copy(&) = 2. 

The functions ‘corm’, ‘mult’, and ‘copy’ behave well with respect to multiset union. 

Lemma 12. Zf the new(Si) are mutually disjoint, then 

COIZrZ(U LSi) = C Conn(Si), 
iE1 iEI 

WZdt(S’, U Si) = C WUdt(S’, Si), Ud 

iEI iEI 

CVY(U S) d c WY(S ). 
iEI iEI 

Proof. Let S = lJiEI Si. Let Si = UjEJ, Tj where the Tj, j E Ji, are the connected com- 

ponents of Si. By renaming the index sets we may assume the Ji to be mutually 

disjoint. Then S = lJi,-I lJiEJ, T/ = lJjEJ Tj with J = UiGI Ji. Clearly, the q, j E J, are 

the connected components of S. Hence coM(S) = #J = xi,-, #J, = ciEI coM(Si). 

Similarly, for any solution S’, mult(S’,S) = #{j E J: q is a copy of S’} = CiEI #{j E 

Ji : 2; is a Copy Of S’} = CiEI mUlt(S’,Si). 

Consequently, if mult(S’, S) # w, then mult(S’,$) # w for all i E I. And so copy(S) 

<max{CiE, mUlt(S’,Si): S’ E SOl,mUlt(S’,&) # O} 6 CiEI maX{mult(S’,Si): S’ E Sol, 

mUlt(S’, Si) # O} = C,,, COpy(Si). 0 

We have seen that the notion of connectedness can be carried over from solutions to 

process terms. The next lemma is needed to show that the functions ‘corm’ and ‘copy’ 

can be carried over in the same way. 

Lemma 13. If S’ is a copy of S, then conn(S’) = corm(S) and copy(S’) = copy(S). 

Proof. Let f(s) = S’ for a bijection f : new(S) --f new($), and let S = lJiGI Si where 

the Si are the connected components of S. Then S’= f(u,,, Si)= UiEI f(Si). By 

Lemma 7, f (Si) is connected. Since new(S) = Ui,_I new($), f is a bijection between 

new(&) and new( f(S'i)). Hence the f (Si) are the connected components of S’, and 

SO coM(S’) = #Z = COM(s). NOW note that f (St) is a copy of Si for every i E I. This 

implies that, for any solution T, mult(T,S) = #{i E I: Si is a copy of T} = #{i E I: f (Si) 
is a copy of T} = mult(T,S’). Hence copy($) = copy(S). 0 
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If P + S then we define the number of connected components of P to be corm(P) = 
corm(S), and the copy-width of P to be copy(P) = copy(S). 

In the next lemma we show that if mult(S’, S) = CO, then arbitrary copies of S’ can be 

added to S, resulting in a copy of S. This is similar to structural laws (3.1) and (3.5). 

Lemma 14. Let S and T be solutions with new(S) n new(T) = 0. Let T = Ut+k Sk 
where the Sk, k E K, are the connected components of T. 

If t?tult(Sk, S) = w for every k E K, then S U T is a copy of S. 

Proof. Let S = UiEI S; with I n K = 0 and the Si, i E I, are the connected components 

of s. 

We first consider the easy case that all Sk and Si are copies of each other. Since 

mult(Sk,S) = w for k E K, #I = CO. Hence there is a bijection II/ : I + I UK. Since, for 

every iEZ, S$(i) is a copy of Si (and all new($) and new(&) are disjoint), Lemma 3 

implies that UiE1 S’$(i) is a copy of UiEI S;. Since UiE, S$(i) = UjEI UK S’ = U,,! Si U 

lJkEK Sk = S U T by properties (a) and (b) of Section 3, respectively, S U T is a copy 

of s. 

The general case is just the obvious simultaneous combination of any number of 

applications of the easy case. The ‘copy of’ relation induces a partition of K into 

equivalence classes, where k and k’ are equivalent iff Sk is a copy of Sk’. Thus 

K = UjCJ Kj, with mutually disjoint Kj, and Sk is a copy of Sk’ iff k and k’ are 

in the same K,. Similarly for S, 1= Ur,, II, with mutually disjoint Il, and S; is a 

copy of Si, iff i and i’ are in the same Il. Since, for every k E K, mult(Sk,S) = CO, 

we may assume (by renaming the index set) that J CL and, for every j E J, #Ii = w 
and Sk is a copy of S; for every k E Kj and i E Ii. By the easy case considered 

above, for every j E J, UiE,, S; is a copy of Uirr, Si U UkEK, Sk. Hence, by Lemma 3 

Ujc./ U;gl, s is a coPY of U/Ed U;c,, s U U,iEJ UkEK, Sk and U/EL UzE,, s is a coPY 

Of U;EL U;El, ‘; ” UjcJ UkEK, Sk, i.e., S is a copy of S U T. 0 

This lemma is used in the next one, which can be viewed as a strengthening of 

Lemma 6 for solutions with disjoint sets of new names, in the case that I = J = { 1,2}. 

We show that there exist Ui,j that have at most the same copy-width as the given 

solutions Si and c. However, the Ui,j only add up to copies of the Si and q. Again, 

Fig. 1 illustrates the situation. 

Lemma 15. Let m EN, and let Si and q, with i, j E { 1,2}, be solutions such that 
S1 U S2 = T, U Tz, with new(S1) I- new(&) = 0 and new(T1) n new(T2) = 8. If Copy(Si) 
<m and COPY(~) <m, for all i and j, then there exist four solutions Ui,j such that 
copy(Ui,j)<m, Ui,l U LJi,2 is a COPY of Si, and U13j U U2,j is a COPY of I;. 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 6 (with I = J = { 1,2}) that solutions U[ j exist such 

that U,!, U U12 = S; and U[,j U Ui,j = q. Note that, as in the proof of Lemma 9, the 

new( Ulj) are mutually disjoint. Let ULj = UkEK,, & for mutually disjoint index sets 

Ki,j, where the V,, k E Ki,j, are the connected components of Uli. 
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It need not be true that ~opy(U[~) bm. To reach this goal, the idea is just to drop the 

“wrong” connected components from Ulj, i.e., the components I$ with mult( T/, Ulj) 

>m and mult(I&U,I,)#o. Thus, let Li,j={kEKi,i:m<mult(vk,U~j)<O}, @,j= 

U %EL,, J'i, and 'i'i,i= UkEK,,-L,, V, (and SO Ulj = Ui,j U &,j). We now claim that the 

Ui,j satisfy the requirements of ‘the lemma. Obviously, by definition, Copy( Ui,j) <m. It 

remains to show that Ui,l U Ui.2 is a COPY of Si and that Ul,j U U2,j is a COPY of c. 

We only prove the first statement; the proof of the second statement is symmetrical. 

Consider an arbitrary k E Li,j, i.e., m <mult( V,, Uij) < CO. We claim that mult( V,, 

U[3_j) = CO. To see this, note that Ulj U U[3_j = Si and hence, by Lemma 12, mult(&, 

Si)=mult(&,U[j)+mult(&,Uil,3_j). Thus, it would follow from mult(J$,U[,_j)<o 

that m < mult( V,, 5’i) < w, which contradicts the fact that Copy(Si) <m. Hence mult( V,, 

U13_j) = W, which, by definition of Ui,x_j and U3_i,jr implies that mult( I$, Ui,3-j) = CO. 

Hence, we have shown that mult(&, Ui,3_j) = w for every connected component I$ 

Of q,j. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
above, Lemma 14 is applicable and gives that Ui, 1 U 4,~ is a copy of Ui, 1 and Ui,z U &, 1 

is a copy of Ui.2. Hence, by Lemma 3, Si is a copy of Ui,, U Ui,2. 0 

We end this section by giving a condition ensuring that multiset union preserves 

connectedness. 

Lemma 16. Let S = UiEI Si. Zf C&I Si is connected, and new(&) n new(Sj) # 0 for 
all i # j, then S is connected. 

Proof. If S = T, U T2 for nonempty solutions TI and T2 then, by Lemma 6, there 

are solutions Ui:,j such that Si = Ui,, U Ui.2 for i E I, and 5 = UiE1 Ui,j for j = 1,2. 

If there exists i E I such that both Ui, 1 and Ui,2 are nonempty, then, by connected- 

ness of Si, new( Ui, 1) n new( Ui,2) # 0 and SO new( Tl ) n new( T2) # 8. Otherwise, there 

is a partition Ii ,Z2 of I such that 5 = &, 5’i for j = 1,2. For il E I, and i2 E I2, 

new(Si, ) n new(Si2 ) # 8 implies that new( T, ) f’ new( T2) # 8. 0 

5. Connected process terms 

We now turn to properties of connected process terms. First, we use the last lemma 

of the previous section to show that connectedness of process terms is preserved under 

certain conditions. 

We will write Pi ) 9 1 . . . 1 Pk for any process term that is obtained from the process 

term (. . ((PI 1 P2) 1 P3) 1 . . 1 P&-l) 1 Pk by Stn&i,tral law (1.3) i.e., by aSSOCiatiVity of 

parallel composition. 

Lemma 17. Ifi for every 1 <id k, x E fn(p)) and either P; is connected or p; = !@ for 
some connected Qi, then (vx)(Pl 1 . . . 1 Pk) is connected. 
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Proof. By repeated use of (Sl ) and (S4), and the use of (a) and (b) in Section 3, 

we obtain that P, 1 . . . 1 Pk + UjEJ 5” where for each j there is a connected process 

term Rj such that x E fn(Rj) and Rj +Sj (clearly, Rj = Pi or Rj =Qi for some i). 

Hence, by (S2), (vx)(Pl 1 . . . 1 Pk) + (UjEJ Sj)[n/‘X] = UjEJ (S’[n/x]) for some n E New. 

We have to show that UjEJ(SZ[n/x]) is connected. Since x~ fn(Rj), x~fn(Sj) and 

so n E new(Sj[n/x]) for every j. Thus, by Lemma 16, it now suffices to show that 

Sj[n/x] is connected for every j. Since Rj is connected, we know that Sj is con- 

nected. Observe now that, in general, if S is connected, then so is S[n/x]. In fact, 

let S = U,,,{ f(i)}. Then S[n/x] = lJi,_r { f(i)[n/x]}. Suppose that S[n/x] = Sr U S2 for 

nonempty solutions Sr and S2. Then, by Lemma 5, there is a partition Zr ,Z2 of I such 

that S’ = &,, { f(i)[n/x]} for j = 1,2. Then S = S( U Sl with Sj = UiE1, { f(i)}. Since 

S is connected, there are ir EZ~ and i2 ~12 such that new(f(ir))nnew(f(i2))#0. 

Hence, since, for any molecule 172, new(m) C new(m[n/x]), new(f(ir )[n/x]) n 

new(f(i2 )[+I I# 0, and so new(Sr ) n new($) # 0. q 

The next result gives an important normal form for process terms. We show, as 

discussed in the beginning of the previous section, that for every process term there 

is a structurally congruent one in which only connected subprocesses are replicated. 

We also need the natural property that all its restricted subprocesses are connected. 

Additionally, to avoid empty subprocesses, we remove 0 as much as possible. 

We say that a process term P is subconnected if (i) Q is connected for every 

subterm !Q of P, (ii) each subterm (vx)Q of P is connected, and (iii) P does not 

contain subterms of the form 0 / Q, Q / 0, (vx)O, or !O. Note that connectedness and 

subconnectedness are incomparable properties. 

Lemma 18. For every process term P, a subconnected process term P’ can be com- 
puted such that P 3 P’. 

Proof. We compute P’ by induction on the syntactical structure of P. The cases P = 0 

and P = g.P, are easy. For P = 0, P’ = 0, and for P = g.P,, P’ = g.P,’ where, by in- 

duction, P,’ is a subconnected term with PI = Pi. 
Let P = PI ) P2. By induction, subconnected P{ and Pi have been computed such 

that PI E P{ and 9 E Pi. Then P = PI / PZ E P{ 1 Pi. Take P’ = P,’ 1 Pi if both P,’ and 

Pl are non-zero, P’ = P{ if Pi =O, and P’= Pi if P; = 0, and use structural laws 

(1.1) and (1.2). 

Let P = !PI. By induction a subconnected P[ has been computed such that PI G P:. 
Since Pr !P,‘, it now suffices to compute a subconnected process term P’ that is 

structurally congruent with !P,‘. If P,’ =0 then take P’ =O, using structural law (3.4). 

Otherwise P,‘s Ql I . . . / Qm 1 !Rl 1 . . . / !R n w h ere the Qi are not parallel compositions 

and not replications (any non-zero term can be written in this form, using structural laws 

(1.2) and (1.3) only). Then every Qi is connected, because it is either a guarded term 

(which is always connected) or a restriction (which is connected because P{ is subcon- 

netted). Now !P,’ E !(Ql ( . . . I Qm I !Rl ( . . I !R,) E !Ql 1 . . ’ ) !Qm 1 !!R, I . . . / !!R, G 
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!Ql I *.. 1 !Qm / !R1 1 . . . ( !R, = P’ by structural 1 aws (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. Ob- 

viously, since P{ is subconnected and the Qi are connected and non-zero, P’ is sub- 

connected. 

Let P = (vx)Pl. As in the previous case, PI is structurally congruent with a subcon- 

netted P,’ and it suffices to compute a subconnected process term P’ that is structurally 

congruent with (v.x)P[. If P,’ = 0 then take P’ = 0, and use structural law (2.2). Other- 

wise P,’ E Ql 1 . . . ( Q,,, I RI 1 . . . 1 R, where the Qi and Rj are not parallel compositions, 

x 4 fn(Qi), and x E fn(Rj). Then (vx)P{ s (vx)(Ql I . . . I Qm 1 RI / . . . I R,) z Ql 1 . . 

I Qm \(vx)(R~ 1 . . . (R,) = P’ by structural law (2.2), if n = 0, or (2.3) if n>O. By an 

argument similar to the one in the previous case, every Rj is either connected or the 

replication of a connected term. Hence (vx)(R~ I . . . ( R,) is connected by Lemma 17. 

Together with the fact that P,’ is subconnected, this shows that P’ is subconnected. 0 

As an example, let P(x, y) = sSy.0, Q(x) =x(u).Cx.O, R(y) = y(u).O, and R’(y) = 

y(u).(!(vx)O I !!O). Then R(y) is subconnected and R(y)-R’(y). Consider the pro- 

cess term P = (vx)!(vy)(!(P(x, y) 1 Q(x)) I R’(y)). A subconnected process term P’ with 

P’ E P is computed as follows: 

P = (vx)!(v~)(lQ(x) I W,Y) I R(Y)) 

= (vxN!Qb> I (v~>(W,y> I R(Y))) 

= (vx>(!Q(x> I !(vyW(x, y> I R(y))) = P’. 

Note that the subconnected normal form is not unique, i.e., there exist distinct sub- 

connected process terms that are structurally congruent, e.g., the terms (vx)(Q(x) l 

(vYN%Y) IWY))) and (v~)(R(y) I (vx>V’(x~~> I Q(x)>>. 
By a similar argument as in the above proof of Lemma 18, we obtain the following 

corollary. 

Corollary 19. For every process term P, a process term P’ can be computed such that 

P-P’ and either P’=O or P’=Pl I ... IP,(!P,+1 I ... I!P,+k with n,k>O, 
n + k > 1, Pi is connected, subconnected, and non-zero. 

Note that, as can be seen from the proof of Lemma 18, in a subconnected process P 
both the replications and the restrictions are nested as deeply as possible in P. More- 

over, either P = 0 or every 0 occurs in a guarded subterm g. 0. This implies that the 

meaning of a non-zero subconnected process term is nonempty, as formally shown in 

the next lemma. 

Lemma 20. For a subconnected P, P + 0 if and only if P = 0. 

Proof. The proof of the only-if direction is by induction on the syntactical structure 

of P. For P=O it is trivial. 

Let P = QI / Q2. By (SI ), there are solutions Ti and T2 such that Qi =$ Ti, Q2 + T2, 
and TI U T2 = 8. Then Tl = 8 and Tz = 8. Hence, by induction, Q, = 0 and Q2 = 0, and so 

P = 0 I 0. This contradicts the fact that P is subconnected. Hence this case cannot occur. 
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Let P = (vx)Q. By (S2), Q + T and T[n/x] = 0. Then T = 0. By induction, Q = 0, 

and so P = (vx)Q = (vx)O. This contradicts again the fact that P is subconnected. 

Let P = g. Q. This case cannot occur because, by (S3), g. Q + {g . T} for some T, 

but {g.T} # 0. 
Let P = !Q. By (S4), there are solutions Z such that Q + Ti and UiEN T, = 0. Then 

E = 0 for all i. By induction Q = 0, and so P = !Q = !O, contradicting the subconnect- 

edness of P. q 

Finally we will show that for each process term P we can compute conn(P) and 

we can compute an upper bound for copy(P). To do this we need the following 

properties of corm(P) and copy(P), which easily follow from Lemma 12, (S 1 ), (S4), 

and Lemma 2. 

Lemma 21. Let P be a connected process term such that P $0, and let P, and Pz be 
arbitrary process terms. Then 

(1) corm(P) = copy(P) = 1, 

(2) conn(P1 19) = conn(P1) + conn(Pz), 

copy(P~ I 9) d COPYU’I > + copyV5 1, and 

(3) conn(!P) = o and copy(!P) = 0. 

Lemma 22. For every process term P, corm(P) E (0) UN U {co} can be computed, 
and a number c(P) E { 0} U N can be computed such that copy(P) <c(P). 

Proof. For given P, first compute a process term P’ such that P’ E P, as in Corol- 

lary 19. Obviously, by Lemma 1, corm(P) = conn(P’) and copy(P)=copy(P’). If 

P’=O, then conn(P’)=O and copy(P’)=O (i.e., we can take c(P) =O). Otherwise 

P’==pI 1 ... (P,I!P,+, 1 ‘.. )!P n+k where the P are connected, subconnected, and non- 

zero. By Lemma 20, P $0. Hence, by Lemma 21 (1,3), corm(P) = copy(P) = 1, 

conn(!P) = o, and copy(!P) = 0. Consequently, by Lemma 21 (2) if k > 1 then 

conn(P’) = o, and if k = 0 then conn(P’) = n. Moreover, copy(P’) dn (i.e., we can 

take c(P) = n). 0 

Note that this implies that it is decidable whether or not a process term P is connected 

(viz., if corm(P) 6 1). Hence, subconnectedness of P is also decidable. 

We finally note that if PEP’ = PI / . . . ) P, 1 !P,+l I . . . ) !Pn+k as in Corollary 19, 

then the 9 represent the connected components of P, in the sense that if P + S and 

P + Si, then every connected component of S is a copy of some Si (cf. the proof of 

Lemma 17). 

6. The main results 

In this section we prove the two main results. The proof of the first main result - 

if P=, Q, then PS Q - is by induction on the syntactical structure of Q. We will 
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show that, for given P and Q # 0, there exist terms Pi and Qi, 1 < i < n, and a boolean 

function f of n boolean arguments, such that 

(11) if P + Q, then f (PI -,,, Ql,. . . , P, E, Qn), 
(12) if f(P, zQ~,...,P,EQ~), then P-Q, and 

(13) the Qi are direct subterms of Q. 

Together with the proof for the case that Q = 0, this clearly proves the first main result. 

Moreover, together with the decidability of P ~0, it also shows that E is decidable. 

This is because, in fact, the s, Qi, and f can be effectively constructed from P and 

Q. Note that, after proving the first main result, we know that = m and E are equal, 

and hence statements (11) and (12) turn into the characterization 

(14) PEQ if and only if f(P,=Ql,...,P,-Q,,). 

Thus the truth value of P E Q can be computed by a recursive boolean function proce- 

dure with two arguments P and Q, of which the body contains finitely many recursive 

calls. Since the second argument of each recursive call is smaller than Q, the function 

procedure always halts. 

We have chosen to present the proofs of the two main results simultaneously, in 

the above way. Without the decidability of I, the proof of the first main result can 

be simplified by allowing the boolean functions to have infinitely many arguments, 

and, in fact, we first had such a proof. The notion of copy-width has been introduced 

explicitly to deal with decidability, and in particular to produce the finitary versions of 

Lemmas 28 and 29 as presented below. 

We start with the basis of the inductive proof described above: the case that Q = 0. 

This follows rather directly from Lemmas 18 and 20. 

Lemma 23. (1) P-,0 ifand only ifP=0. 
(2) It is decidable, for a process term P, whether or not P -0. 

Proof. (1) The if-direction is by Lemma 1. Now assume that P E,,, 0. By Lemma 18 

there is a subconnected P’ such that P’ E P. By Lemma 1, P’+ P and so P’q,, 0. 

Now Lemma 20 implies that P’=O and hence P ~0. 
(2) By Lemma 18, a subconnected P’ can be computed such that P’ E P. Thus, P E 0 

if and only if P’ E 0, and, by (1) and Lemma 20, P’ z 0 if and only if P’ = 0. 0 

The induction step for the case that Q = (vx)Q’ is shown in the next lemma. We 

prove that if P q,, (vx)Q’, then there exists a P’ such that P E (vx)P’ and P’ =m Q’. 
Moreover, we compute (from P and x only) a finite set of possible P’. 

Lemma 24. For every process term P and every name x a jinite set res(P,x) of 
process terms can be computed such that 
(1) P E (vx)P’ for every P’ E res(P,x), and 
(2) if P + S[n/x], with n E New - new(S), then there exists P’ E res(P,x) such that 

P’*S. 
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Proof. In the case that x E fn(P), we define res(P,x) = 0. In fact, if P 3 S[n/x] then 

x 6 fn(P). In what follows we assume that x 4 fn(P). 

Intuitively, the set res(P,x) consists of all P’ that are obtained from P by “moving 

a restriction outermost”, as explained in [4,6] (but note that in [6] only unguarded 

restrictions could be moved outermost, due to the omission of structural law (2.4)). 

The formal definition of res(P,x) will be inductive. 

We first observe that it suffices to prove the statement of the lemma for the case 

that x does not occur at all in P (neither free nor bound). In fact, using a-conversion 

(i.e., structural law (a)) to rename all bound occurrences of x in P, a term P can 

be constructed such that P 3 7. We now define res(P,x) to be res(P,x). Note that by 

Lemma 1, P q,, P; hence P + S[n/x] implies p + S[n/x]. 

The computation, and its correctness, for process terms P in which x does not occur, 

is by induction on the syntactical structure of P. 

Let P = 0. Define res(O,x) = (0). Then 0 E (vx)O by structural law (2.2). Moreover, 

if P 3 S[n/x], then S[n/x] = 0 and so S = 0. Hence there exists P’ E res(O,n) such that 

P’*S. 

Let P=QI lQ2. Define res(Ql IQz,x)={Q{ iQ2: Q~~res(Q~,x)}u{Ql IQ;: Q~E 
res(Q2,x)). To show (1 ), consider some P’ = Qi ) Q2 E res(Ql ] Qz,x), with Qi E 

res(Qi ,x). By the induction hypothesis for Qi , Qi - (vx)QI,. Hence P = QI 1 Q2 E 

(vx)Qi ) Q2 E (vx)(Qi lQ2) UP’ by structural laws (1.2) and (2.3), because x $! 

fn(Q2). The proof for Qi 1 QG E res(Qi 1 Q2,x) is symmetric. To show (2), assume that 

P =~?[n/x]. Then Qj + Tj with disjoint new(c), and S[n/x] = F U T2. Note that x does 

not occur in Q; and so x 4 fn(Ti). Since the new(Tj) are disjoint, n q! new(T1) or 

n @ new(T2). Assume that n 6 new(&); the other case is symmetric. Since n $ new(S), 

S = S[n/x][x/n] = (8 U T2)[x/n] = T [x/n] u T2[x/n] = T, u T,[x/n]. Also T2 = T2[x/n][n/ 

x], because x $! fn(T2). Hence, by the induction hypothesis for Q2, there exists Qi E 

res(Q2,x) such that Qi + T~[x/H]. Take P’ = Ql ( Qi Eres(P,x). Then P’ = Ql / Qi + 

Ti U T2[x/n] =S. 

Let P = (vy)Q. Define res((vy)Q,x) = {Q[x/y]} U {(vy)Q’: Q’ E res(Q,x)}. To show 

(l), consider first P’ = Q[x/y] E res((vy)Q,x). Then, P = (vy)Q f (vx)Q[x/y] = (vx)P’ 

by structural law (a), because x does not occur in Q. Now consider some P’ = (vy)Q’ 

with Q’ E res(Q,x). By induction, Q E (vx)Q’. Then, by structural law (2.1), P = 

(vy)Q s (vy)(vx)Q’ E (vx)(vy)Q’ = (vx)P’. To show (2), let P =+- S[n/x]. Then Q + T 

and S[n/x] = T[m/y], with m 6 new(T). Since we assume that x does not occur in 

P, x # y. We first consider the case that m = n. Then S = T[m/y][x/n] = T[x/y]. Take 

P’ = Q[x/y] E res(P,x). By Lemma 6( 1) of [2], Q + T implies that Q[x/y] + T[x/y], 

i.e., P’ + S. Assume now that m # n. Then T = S[n/x][y/m] = S[y/m][n/x]. By induc- 

tion there exists Q’ E res(Q,x) such that Q’ + S[y/m]. Take P’ = (vy)Q’ E res(P,x). 

Then P’ = (vy)Q’ + S[y/m][m/y] = S. Note that y $! fn(S) because T[m/y] = S[n/x]. 

Let P=g.Q. Define res(g.Q,x)={g.Q’: Q’~res(Q,x)}. To show (l), consider 

some P’=g.Q’ with Q’~res(Q,x). Then P=g.Q-g.(vx)Q’-(vx)g.Q’=(vx)P’ by 

induction and structural law (2.4). Note that x does not occur in g because it does 

not occur in P by assumption. To show (2), assume that P+ S[n/x]. Then Q + T 
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and s[n/x] = {g . T}. By our assumption, x does not occur in g . Q and x $! fn( T). 

Hence S = {g. T}[x/n] = {g. T[x/n]} and T = T[x/n][n/x]. By induction there exists Q’ E 

res(Q,x) such that Q’ + T[x/n]. Take P’ = g.Q’ E res(P,x). Then P’ = g.Q’ + 

{g.T[x/n]} = S. 
Let P=!Q. Defineres(!Q,x)={Q’( !Q:Q’~res(Q,x)}. To show (l), consider some 

P’ = Q’ / !Q with Q’ E res(Q,x). Then P = !Q = Q 1 !Q E (vx)Q’ 1 !Q 3 (vx)(Q’ 1 !Q) = 

(vx)P’ by induction and structural laws (3.1) and (2.3). To show (2), assume that 

P =+ S[n/x]. Then Q + c, with mutually disjoint new(Ti), and S[n/x] = UiEN Ti. Note 

that x 6 fn(Ti). Since the new(T;) are mutually disjoint, there exists j such that n $ 

new(Ti) for all i # j. By renaming the index set we may assume that j = 1. Now 

S = (UiEN I;:)[x/n] = lJiEN I;:[xln] = G [x/n] U UiEN Ti+i. Since x $ fn(G ), 3 = & [x/a] 
[n/x]. Hence, by induction there exists Q’ l res(Q,x) such that Q’+ T~[x/n]. Take 

P’ = Q’ 1 !Q E res(P,x). Then P’ = Q’ 1 !Q + z [x/n] U UiEN K+l = S. 0 

We observe here that it is essential that the proof of the main results is by induction 

on the structure of Q: the P’ in res(P,x) may be much larger than P, as can be seen in 

the proof of Lemma 24 for the case of replication, where structural law (3.1) is used. 

As a corollary we obtain results (Il)-(13) as discussed in the beginning of this 

section, for the case that Q is a restriction. 

Lemma 25. (1) Zf P + (vx)Q’, then there exists P’ E res(P,x) such that P’ -,,, Q’. 
(2) Zf there exists P’ E res(P,x) such that P’ z Q’, then P 3 (vx)Q’. 

Proof. (1) Let Pz, (vx)Q’. Take S such that Q’+S (see Lemma 4 of [2]). Then 

(vx)Q’ + S[n/x] with n E New - new(S). Hence P 3 S[n/x]. Now Lemma 24 (2) im- 

plies that there exists P’ E res(P,x) such that P’ + S. Then P’ E,,, Q’ by Lemma 2. 

(2) This is immediate from Lemma 24 (1). Cl 

Next we prove the induction step for the case that Q = g . Q’. The idea is similar to 

the case of restriction. We prove that if P =,,, g. Q’, then there exists a P’ such that 

P E g. P’ and P’ z-m Q’. A finite set of possible P’ can be computed from P and g. 

Lemma 26. For every process term P and every guard g over N a jinite set gua(P, g) 
of process terms can be computed such that 

( 1) P E g . P’ for every P’ E gua(P, g), and 

(2) if P+ {g.S}, then there exists P’ l gua(P,g) such that P’+S. 

Proof. We first observe that, by a similar argument as the one in the proof of 

Lemma 24, it suffices to prove the statement of the lemma for process terms P such 

that if y occurs bound in g, then y does not occur bound in P. For similar reasons 

we may, in addition, restrict ourselves to process terms P that are subconnected. This 

is because, by Lemma 18, a subconnected term can be constructed that is structurally 

congruent (and hence also multiset congruent) with P. It is easy to check in the proof 
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of Lemma 18 that the construction does not change the bound names of P. For such 

process terms P, the computation of gua(P,g) is, as in Lemma 24, by induction on the 

syntactical structure of P. Note that every subterm of P satisfies the same restrictions, 

and hence satisfies the induction hypothesis. 

For P = 0 we define gua(P, g) = 0, because {g.S} # 0. 

Let P = Ql 1 Q2. Also in this case we define gua(P,g) = 0. In fact, assume that 

P+ {g.S}. Then Qi + 7;: and {g.S} = 7’1 u Tz. Assume that Tl = {g.S} and Tl =@I 

(the other case is symmetric). Since Q2 is subconnected, it follows from Lemma 20 

that Q2 = 0. Hence P = Ql IO. This contradicts the fact that P is subconnected. 

Let P = (vy)Q. By our assumption, y does not occur bound in g. If y occurs free in g, 

then we define gua((vy)Q,g) = 0. Otherwise we define gua((vy)Q, g) = {(vy)Q’: Q’ E 

gua(Q,g)}. To show (l), assume that y does not occur free in g (and hence does 

not occur at all in g), and consider some P’ = (vy)Q’ E gua(P, g) with Q’ E gua(Q, g). 

Then P = (vy)Q E (vy)y . Q’ E y. (vy)Q’ by induction and structural law (2.4). To show 

(2), assume that P d {g.S}. Then Q + T and {g.S} = T[n/y], with IZ $! new(T). Hence 

y $! fn(g.S), and so y does not occur at all in g. Now T = {g.S}[y/n] = {g.S[y/n]}. By 

induction there exists Q’ E gua(Q, g) such that Q’ + S[y/n]. Now take P’ = (vy)Q’ E 

gua(P, g). Then P’ = (vy)Q’ + S[y/n][n/y] = S. 

Let P = h. Q where h is a guard. We first consider the case that g has no bound name. 

If g = h, then we define gua(h. Q, y) = {Q}, otherwise gua(h, Q, g) = 0. Clearly, if g = h, 

then g.P’=g.Q=h.Q=P. Also, if P+{g.S}, then Q+T and {g.S}={h.T}, and 

so g = h and 5’ = T; hence P’ = Q + S. Now assume that g does contain a bound name, 

say y =x(y). If h =x(v) for some name v, then we define gua(h . Q, g) = { Q[ y/v]}, oth- 

erwise gua(h .Q, g) = 8. To show (1) assume that h =x(v) and consider P’ = Q[y/v]. 

Now P =x(v). Q =x(y). Q[ y/v] = g. P’ by structural law (a); note that y does not oc- 

cur in Q by the assumption at the beginning of this proof. To show (2), assume 

that P+{g.S}. Then Q+T and {g.S}={h.T}. Hence h=x(v) for some v, and 

x(y).S=x(v).T, i.e.,x(-).inc(S)[l/y]=x(-).inc(T)[l/v]. Consequently inc(S)[l/y]= 

inc(T)[l/v] and so inc(S)=inc(T)[l/v][y/l]=inc(T)[y/v]=inc(T[y/u]), which shows 

that S = T[y/v]. Consider P’ = Q[y/v] E gua(P, g). By Lemma 6( 1) of [2], Q + T im- 

plies P’ = Q[y/v] 3 T[y/u] = S. 

Let P= !Q. Define gua(!Q,g) = 8. In fact, if P+ {g.S}, then Q+ 7;: with mutually 

disjoint new(T), and {g.S} = lJiEN 7;, This case cannot occur. In fact, since P is 

subconnected, Q # 0 and hence, by Lemma 20, E # 0. Consequently conn(7;:) > 1 and 

so, by Lemma 12, conn(lJirN T)=ux But conn({g.S})= 1. 

We observe that it follows from the definition of gua(P,g) that, in fact, it is always 

either a singleton or empty. 0 

As for restriction, we now obtain from Lemma 26 the results (II)-(13) for the case 

that Q is guarded, as a corollary. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 25. 

Lemma 27. (1) If P q,, g . Q’, then there exists P’ E gua(P, g) such that P’ 3, Q’. 

(2) Zf there exists P’ E gua(P, g) such that P’ E Q’, then P E g. Q’. 
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We now turn to the induction step for the case that Q = Ql 1 Q2. This case (and the 

one for replication) is more complicated than the previous ones, due to the necessity to 

use the concept of connectedness. Similarly to the previous two cases, we prove that if 

P q,, Ql 1 Q2, then there exist PI and 9 such that P z PI (P2, PI =,,, Ql, and P2 E,,, Q2. 

A finite set of possible pairs (PI, P2) can be computed from P and from upper bounds 

for copy(Qt ) and copy(Q2). Recall that for a solution S, copy(S) is its copy-width. 

In the next lemma a bound is put on the copy-width of the solutions, to guarantee 

finiteness of the set of pairs (PI, 4). This bound is obtained from the upper bounds 

for copy(Qi ) and copy(Q2) (which can be computed according to Lemma 22). 

Lemma 28. For every process term P and every number k E N a finite set comp(P, k) 

of pairs of process terms can be computed such that 
(1) P,P, IP 2 f or every pair (PI, P2) E comp(P, k), and 
(2) if P =+ S1 U S2, with new(S1) n new($) = 8 and, for i = 1,2, Copy(Si) < k, then 

there exists (PI, Pz) E comp(P, k) such that PI + SI and P2 + S,. 

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 26, we may restrict ourselves to subconnected process 

terms P. For subconnected P, the computation of comp(P, k) is by induction on the 

syntactical structure of P. 
The cases P = 0, P = (vx)Q, and P = g. Q are treated in one stroke, using the fact that 

P is connected. We define comp(P, k) = {(P, 0), (0, P)}. Then (1) follows from stmc- 

tural law (1 .l). To show (2) assume that P + SI U S2, with new(& ) n new(&) = 0. 
Since P is connected, S1 US2 is connected. By Lemma 8, either Si = 0 or S2 = 0 (or 

both). Assume that S2 = 8; the other case is symmetric. Take PI = P and P2 = 0. 

Let P=Ql 1 Q2. Let k’=max{k,c(Qi),c(Q2)}, w h ere c(Qi) is the upper bound of 

copy(Q;) which can be computed according to Lemma 22. Define comp(Qi 1 Q2, k) =: 

{(RLI IRI,~,R~,I iR2,2):(R1,1,R2,1)~comp(Ql,k’) and (R1,2,R2,2)Ecomp(Q2,k’)}. Then 
(1) is proved as follows: P=Ql \Q~=@I,I IR~,~)I(R~,~IR~,~)~(R~,I lR1.2)1(&,1 I 
R2,2) by the induction hypotheses for Qi and Q2 and by structural laws (1.2) and 

(1.3). To show (2) assume that P + S1 U S2, with new(Si) nnew(S2) = 0 and, for 

i = 1,2, copy(Si)< k. Then, by (Sl), there are Ti and T2 such that Qi + Tt, Q2 =+ T2, 

new( TI ) n new( T2) = 0, and Si U S2 = Tl U T2. Note that copy(&) <k <k’ and copy( I;) = 

copy( Qj ) < c( Qj) dk’. Hence, by Lemma 15 (with m = k’) there exist Ui,j, i, j E { 1,2}, 

such that COpy(Ui,j)fk’, Ui.1 U Ui,2 is a COPY of Si, and Ui,j U U2.j is a COPY of I;. 

By Lemma 2, Qj + Ul,j U U2,j. Since new( Ui,j) & new(&) fl new(q), the new( Ui,)) 
are mutually disjoint. Therefore, by induction, there are process terms Ri,j such that 

(RI,,,R~,~)E~O~P(Q~,~‘) and Ri,,*Ui,j. BY (Sl), &,I lRg_*Ui,~ UUL,2, and ~0, by 

Lemma 2, Ri, 1 I Ri,2 + Si, i.e., RI,~ lR1,2*S1 and &,I l&,2*&. Take (PI,P,)= 

(RI.I IRI,z,&,I (&)Ecomp(P,k). 
m 

Let P = !Q. We will use Qm to denote Q I . . I G. Define comp( IQ, k) = {(IQ, 0), (0, 

IQ>, (!Q,!Q>>u{(Q”,!Q>: l<mGk}U{<!Q,Qm): l<m<k}. Then (1) follows from 

structural laws (1.1) (3.5), and m times (3.1). To show (2) assume that P+S, US,, 
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with new(Si ) n new(&) = 0 and, for i = 1,2, copy(S) < k. By (S4) there exist 7;, i E N, 
such that Q + K, the new( 7;) are mutually disjoint, and Si U S2 = UiEN 7;:. Note that, by 

Lemma 2, the T are all copies of each other. Since P is subconnected, Q is connected, 

and hence 7; is connected. Moreover, Q # 0 and so, by Lemma 20, T # 0. This means 

that the 7;:, i E N, are the connected components of Sr U S2. From Lemma 9 (with S and 

T interchanged) we conclude that there is an index set K 2 N such that Si = UiEK Z 

and S2 = UiEK, 7;, where K’ = N-K. Depending on the nature of K there are a number 

of cases. 

(1) K = 0. Then St = 8. Take PI = 0 and P2 = !Q. The case that K’ = cb is similar. 

(2) K is a finite, nonempty, set. By renaming the index set we may assume that 

K={l,..., m}. Then St = T, U . . . U T, and S2 = lJiEN T,,,+i. Since TI, . . . , T, are the 

connected components of Si and they are all copies of each other, copy(Si ) = m. Hence 

m<k. Take PI =Qm and Pz=!Q. Then (P,,P2)Ecomp(!Q,k). Moreover, by (Sl) and 

(S4), PI +S1 and P2 + S2, respectively. The case that K’ is finite, is similar. 

(3) Both K and K’ are infinite. By a renaming of the index set, S, and S2 can be 

written as Sr = UiEN Tzl and S2 = UiEN Tzr_r. Take (Pf,P2)=(!Q,!Q)Ecomp(!Q,k). 

Then, by (S4), PI =+ SI and P2 =+ S2. 0 

As before, we obtain results (Il)-(13) for the case that Q is a parallel composition. 

Lemma 29. Let Ql and Q2 be process terms, and let k =max{c(Q,),c(Q2)}. 

(1) If P q,, Ql 1 Q2, then there exists (PI, P2) E comp(P, k) such that PI --m Ql and 

9 3, Q2. 
(2) Zf there exists (PI, P2) E comp(P, k) such that PI z Ql and P2 = Q2, then P z 

QI I Q2. 

Proof. (1) Consider a solution S such that Qi ( Q2 + S. Then there are Sr and S2 such 

that S = Si U S2, Qj + Si, and the new($) are disjoint. Since P --m Ql 1 Q2, P + S1 U S2. 

Note that Copy(Si) = copy(Qi)<c(Qi)<k. We now obtain from Lemma 28 (2) that 

P. + Si and SO fi. z,,, Qi. 
(2) Immediate from Lemma 28 (1). 0 

Note that the number k mentioned in Lemma 29, can be computed from Qi and Q2, 

as should be clear from Lemma 22. 

The last induction step is for the case that Q = !Q’. The next lemma could have 

been formulated in the same style as Lemmas 24, 26, and 28, replacing !Q’ by its 

corresponding solution. However, in this case it turns out to be easier to keep !Q’ in 

the formulation of the lemma. We will write R for Q’. As in the proof of Lemma 28, 
n 

we denote k ( . ’ . 1 R‘ by R”. 

Lemma 30. For every process term P, a jinite set rep(P) of process terms can be 
computed such that for every subconnected process term !R the following two state- 
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ments hold. 

(1) IfP’=R for all PIErep( then PE!R or PER” for some n>l. 

(2) Ij‘ P =m !R or P s,,, R” for some n > 1, then P’ z,,, R for all P’ E rep(P). 

Proof. Since !R is subconnected, R is connected and non-zero. Thus, by Lemma 20, 

corm(R) = 1. Hence conn(R”) = n and conn( !R) = o by Lemma 21. 

As in the proof of Lemmas 26 and 28, we may restrict ourselves to subconnected P, 

and the proof is by induction on the syntactical structure of P. For the sake of intuition 

we note that we will define rep(P) in such a way that if P = PI 1 . . . 1 P, ( !P,+l 1 . . . 1 

!Pn+k (as in Corollary 19), then rep(P) = {PI,. . . ,Pn+k}. Thus, the elements of rep(P) 

represent the connected components of P, as observed at the end of Section 5. 

For the cases P = 0, P = (vx)Q, and P = g.Q, we define rep(P) = {P}. Then (1) is 

obvious (with n = 1). To show (2), note that in these cases P is connected, and so 

corm(P) < 1. Then PE~ !R is impossible because conn(!R) = w, and PE~ R” is only 

possible for n = 1. Hence P FE,,, R. 

Let P = Ql 1 Qz. Define rep(Qi 1 Q~)=rep(Qi)Urep(Qz). To show (I), assume that 

P’ E R for all P’ E rep(Qi ) Qz). By induction, Qi E !R or Qi E R”l for some ni 3 1. Then 

either P s !R 1 !R E !R by structural law (3.5), or P E Rnl 1 !R E !R by repeated use of 

structural law (3.1), or symmetrically PS !R ( Rn2 s !R, or P-R”’ 1 R”* z Rn1+“2. To 

show (2), assume that P =,,, !R or P -,,, R” for some n >, 1. By (Sl) or (S4), there 

exist solutions Si with mutually disjoint new(&), such that P+ UiEI 5’i and R+Si, 

where I is either finite or I = N. Hence, by (Sl ), there are solutions Ti and T2 with 

disjoint new(q), such that Qj + q and UiE1 5, = Tl U T2. Since corm(R) = 1, Si is 

connected and nonempty. Lemma 9 now implies that there exist disjoint index sets 

Ij such that I = 11 U I2 and 5 = lJiEl, Si. Since P is subconnected, Qj is non-zero and 

SO Tj is nonempty. Hence Ij is nonempty. Now, if #Ii = w, then Qj --m !R, and if 

#J, = n, then Qj z,,, R”. By induction, P’ s,,, R for all P’ E rep(Qj) and so P’ E, R for 

all P’ E rep(Ql I Q2). 
Let P = !Q. Define rep(!Q) = rep(Q). To show ( 1 ), assume that P’ 5 R for all 

P’ E rep(P) = rep(Q). By induction, Q z !R or Q E R” for some n 3 1. Then either 

P- !!R E !R by structural law (3.3), or P- !R” z (!R)” E !R by structural laws (3.2) 

and (3.5), respectively. To show (2), assume that P + !R or P srn R” for some n >, 1. 

Since P is subconnected, Q is connected and non-zero. Hence corm(P)= w, and so 

P z-m !R, i.e., !Q 3, !R. By (S4), there exist solutions Si with mutually disjoint new(&) 

and solutions q with mutually disjoint new(q) such that UiENSi = UjEN q, R +Si 

and Q =+ q. Since R and Q are connected and non-zero, Si and Tj are connected and 

nonempty. It now follows from Lemma 10 that there exists a bijection I,+ : N + N such 

that q = S$(j, for every j E N. Hence Q =m R, i.e., Q --m R” with n = 1. Consequently, 

by induction, P’ zrn R for all P’ E rep(Q) = rep(P). 0 

Again we obtain results (Il)-(13), for Q = !Q’, but for subconnected Q only. 

Lemma 31. Let !Q’ be a subconnected process term. 
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(1) Zf P +,, !Q’, then corm(P) = w und P’ q,, Q’ for all P’ E rep(P). 

(2) Zf corm(P) = w and P’ f Q’ for all P’ E rep(P), then P s !Q’. 

Proof. (1) and (2) follow directly from Lemma 30 (2) and (1). Note that, in general, 

Rz R’ implies Rq,, R’ implies corm(R) =conn(R’). Note also that, as shown at the 

start of the proof of Lemma 30, conn((Q’)“) = n and conn(!Q’) = cu. 0 

Note that the truth value of corm(P) = w can be computed from P, by Lemma 22. 

Everything has now been prepared for the proof of the first main result of this paper. 

Lemma 32. Zf P 3, Q then P z Q. 

Proof. It suffices to show this result for subconnected Q. In fact, by Lemma 18, there 

is a subconnected Q’ such that Q 3 Q’, and so Q z,,, Q’ by Lemma 1. 

The proof is by induction on the syntactical structure of Q, assuming that Q is 

subconnected. It follows immediately from Lemmas 23( 1 ), 25, 27, 29, and 3 1. Note 

that the subconnectedness is used in Lemma 3 1. q 

This last result, together with Lemma 1, proves that (extended) structural congruence 

and multiset congruence are the same. 

Theorem 33. Pr Q if and only if PE,,, Q. 

From the introduction of this section, Lemmas 23 (2) 25, 27, 29, 31, and all com- 

putability arguments (in particular the computability of res(P,x), gua(P,g), comp(P,k), 

and rep(P), as shown in Lemmas 24, 26, 28, and 30, respectively) we obtain the second 

main result of this paper: the decidability of (extended) structural congruence. 

Theorem 34. It is decidable, for process terms P und Q, whether or not P E Q. 

In Lemma 22 we have shown that for every process term P an upper bound for 

the number copy(P) can be computed. Using the decidability of structural congru- 

ence, we can now show that copy(P) can be determined precisely, by the follow- 

ing algorithm. Note first that the multiplicity function ‘mult’ can also be carried 

over from solutions to process terms, cf. Lemma 13: if P + S and Q =+ S’, then 

mult(Q,P) = mult(S’,S). To compute copy(P) we may clearly assume P to be sub- 

connected and of the form P = PI ) . . ’ 1 P, 1 !P,+l ) . . 1 !Pn+k, as in Corollary 19. As 

observed at the end of Section 5, the Pi represent the connected components of P. This 

implies that copy(P) = max{mult(P,, P): 1 <i <n, mult(P, P) # CD}. Note that mult(P,+j, 

P) = o for 1 <j <k. Now, by Lemma 2, mult(P;, P) = w if there exists 1 <j <k such 

that P +, Pn+j, and otherwise mult(P;, P) = #{k E { 1,. . . , n): P; 3, Pk}. This shows 

that copy(P) is computable. Note that it also shows that mult(Q,P) is computable: 

if there is a Pi such that Q +, Pi then mult(Q,P) =mult(Pj, P), and otherwise 

mult(Q, P) = 0. 
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Since, by the results of [2], P E Q implies that P and Q are strongly bisimilar (in 

the transition system of the small rc-calculus), structural congruence is a decidable 

sufficient condition for strong bisimilarity. Note that P -_M Q implies P E Q but not 

the other way around, where E_M is the original structural congruence of [6]. Thus, 

from this point of view, the decidability of 5 is more interesting than the one of =_M. 

Nevertheless one might be interested in the decidability of C_M. We conjecture that %M 

is decidable, more precisely, that there is a computable transformation ‘tra’ of process 

terms such that P ZM Q if and only if tra(P) = tra(Q). 
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